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COMMERCE PRESENTATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS 
 

 
 

EXAMINATION ASSESSMENT SERVICES  
 
Pricing 
 
There are five assessment packages that are available to suit each school budget.   
 

1. The ‘basic’ assessment package:  assessors will correct student exams without 
annotations or comments.  This is equivalent to the assessment conducted on behalf 
of the VCAA. Teachers/students are provided with a score for each question and an 
overall score for each paper.   The price per examination paper is $13 (inclusive of 
GST) 

2. The ‘basic+’ assessment package:  the ‘basic’ assessment package with the addition 
of an ‘Examiner’s Report’.  The price per examination paper is $18 (inclusive of GST). 
[Only available if the number of papers being assessed exceeds 15.]    

3. The ‘basic ++’ assessment package:  assessors will correct student exams with 
annotations and some comments designed to highlight errors and justify the score 
provided.   The price per examination paper is $26 (inclusive of GST). 

4. The ‘basic +++’ assessment package:  the ‘basic ++’ package with the addition of an 
‘Examiner’s Report’.  The price per examination paper is $31 (inclusive of GST). [Only 
available the number of papers being assessed exceeds 15.]    

5. The ‘premium’ assessment package:  assessors will correct student exams with 
annotations and detailed comments designed to highlight errors and provide advice 
for improvement. This package also includes the preparation of an ‘Examiner’s 
Report’ in the event that the number of papers being assessed exceeds 15.   The 
price per examination paper is $37 (inclusive of GST). 

 
The pricing for examinations is summarised in Table 1 below: 

 
Subject Basic Basic + Basic ++ Basic +++ Premium 
Accounting $13 $18 $26 $31 $37 
Business Mgt $13 $18 $26 $31 $37 
Economics $13 $18 $26 $31 $37 
Legal Studies $13 $18 $26 $31 $37 
Global Politics $13 $18 $26 $31 $37 
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*prices are inclusive of 10% GST 
Note 1:  CPAP assessors have years of experience assessing final examinations for the VCAA.  
However, CPAP assessment services are in no way connected with the VCAA.  Accordingly, 
the advice or correction provided by CPAP Assessors is independent of any advice provided 
by the VCAA.  In the event that schools and/or student receive advice that is inconsistent 
with VCAA communications, the advice provided within VCAA documentation should 
prevail. 
 
Note 2:  The prices above assume email delivery of assessment material to the following 
email address: cpap@commpap.com. In the event that hard copy assessment material 
requires posting, all costs will be incurred by schools. 

Note 3: Only past VCAA examinations or CPAP practice examinations will be assessed by 
CPAP assessors. 

Send an email to CPAP cpap@commpap.com for further details. 
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